plots were analyzed using R and custom python scripts from (Park et al., 2015) . Evolutionary rate
58
estimates for SAVS were also obtained using BEAST/v1.8.2,1.8.3, 1.8.4 (Drummond et al., 2012) . A constrained to blood-specific and semen-specific taxons, constant population: "FLCmonophyletic". 
Estimation of Selective Pressure

119
Evolutionary selective pressures were estimated using the renaissance counting method in beast/v1.8.2 120 (Lemey et al., 2012; O'Brien et al., 2009 ) with a subset of genomes representing 25% of available 121 random sequences from Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia that did not contain codon frame shifts.
122
Codon alignments for each gene were partitioning into coding and concatenated total noncoding sites. undefined (NaN) and to bypass undefined ω estimates these states were removed from the analysis.
143
Selective pressure hypothesis testing was performed using the codeml model in paml/v4.5 with a subset 144 of 231 genomes, representing approximately 25% of available random sequences from Sierra Leone,
145
Guinea and Liberia that did not contain reading frame shifts. We constructed a Maximum Clade
146
Credibility tree using beast/v.1.8.2 by partitioning the alignments into concatenated coding and 147 noncoding sites and trees were modeled using unlinked HKY nucleotide substitution models, Bayesian branch-site testing, semen-specific branches were set as foreground branches and modelA was 161 performed using NSsites=2 with kappa and omega estimates set at initial values from model0.
162
ModelA_null testing was performed with NSsites=2, kappa and omega estimates set at initial values 163 from model0, and omega fixed at 1. Significance values were calculated using the 2Δlog-likelihood 
202
The EBOV NP strand-specific qRT-PCR assay was performed by using separate first and second 
